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A Physical Interlude

But there is "matter." All matter is composed of the "Physical Variables in the Continuum of the Space Time"(A Brief History of Time by Stephen Hawking):

1. Event—A point in space-time or something that happens at a certain place and time.
2. Spectrum—the splitting of energy into position-time relationships.
3. Field—a matrix existing through space and time.
4. Quantum—the indivisible unit of receiving or giving energy.
5. Singularity—a point position at gravitational collapse wherein the space-time curvature is infinite (This is the linkage to the Pre-Big Bang).
6. Dimension—space coordinates and time.
7. Uncertainty—accuracy of position is inversely related to the accuracy of movement.
8. Force—that which effects matter particles.

Thus ARE the physics of the "matter" of you, me and our universe begun from the Big Bang, which needs further cosmological understanding. The Big Bang was a punctate incredibly intense and precise first moment which contained the sixteen billion years of our space-time. It is reasonable to see the Unrestricted Immediacy of all our universe compressed in that physics-based punctate dot of the Big Bang (How could it be otherwise—How could it be anything other than all physics at all times compressed?). Thus, I coined ""Statimuum" as a physics-based word for Eternity or Infinity or the "Pre-Big Bang" which offered a decompression by the punctate Big Bang into the space-time universe of physics. Basically, one cannot logically deny a non-space/non-time Pre-Big Bang if physics confirms a Big Bang which had to come from the Statimuum.

The Pre-Big Bang/Eternity/Infinity/Statimuum has been best understood as "God"—an outside of space-time Unrestricted Act of Thinking (I prefer "Transcendence")—"UR-AT" [by Fr. Robert Spitzer]—sounded best, I believe, as "you are at". My preferences are to continue ancient parallels of a Trinity of an Infinite Act of Being (the Father); an Eternal Act of Transcendence (the Son—Jesus the Christ); and an Unrestricted Act of Love (the Holy Spirit)—as ONE: "SABTL"—Statimuum Act of Being Transcendence Love. "Put together" (words fail), "Statimuum" is the best physics description of "I am who am", "All Being, Transcendence, Love who am", "All who am living unrestricted Synthesis into the Statimuum."

From contemporary science which it created, the Church is committed to the physics of the Big Bang and to the pre-(and to be post-) Big Bang now called the Statimuum (or traditionally the “Beatific Vision” which now can be seen as all Being, Transcendence, and Love recompressed from space/time). The Church believes in the "Big Bust-up" of the first persons' misusing freedom to choose against Nature and Nature's God (physics, biology and chemistry), and thereby begins the potential to sin in every human--There will be entropy linked to physical freedom because humans are partially independent of physics and can choose wrong against Nature. The Church originated from and is committed to the ideas of "Big Bailout" of Jesus as Incarnation, at the Last Supper, on the Cross, and Resurrection. By the Sacraments, the Church brings a formal touch of the Pre-Big Bang (the Statimuum, in physics) into the world and avers that the miracles of the Bible are glimpses of the Statimuum also. The Church tries to be transcendentally identical to Jesus as the Body of Christ by Grace and by the Seven Sacraments as “2 X 4s upside the head" trying to wake everyone up (and no one likes that either) in a peaceful and merciful way. The Church incorporates elementary physics into allegories to understand basic physics and all existence:

Spectrum—Reconciliation-unity giving hope and identity; Dimension—Holy Orders-life giving courage and being; event—Baptism-dignity giving faith and matter; field—Holy Communion-integrity giving charity and truth; uncertainty—Matrimony-liberty giving temperance and good; singularity—Extreme Unction-spirituality giving justice and beauty; quantum—Confirmation-identity giving prudence and oneness; force—Grace-transcendental pursuit giving holiness and being.

The task is impossible given original sin, but the Church is the only organization so committed to ideas of existence linking to the Statimuum, which are scientific and rational given the Big Bang and "singularity"--the latter being our gravitational space-time curve collapse into infinity according to Stephen Hawking. In other words, a "multiverse" awaits us which the Church has, for thousands of years, called Heaven, Purgatory or Hell. And it all is based on Love.
Thus the Church is a LOVEOLUTION...unique, ancient, and mysterious--that there is more. The Church is an ongoing "touch" of the pre-Universe by divinely given metaphors about "why you are you" and your "ultimate human purpose" derived from basic physics: A Big Bang with a beginning point of space/time continuum containing the billions of years of our universe with return possible as ultimate human purpose to the spaceless/timeless pre-Universe or Pre-Big Bang. That is, wave/particle, attraction/interaction, electric/magnetic, energy/information, strings/circles, neural/chemical, data/analogues, entropy/synthesis, person/community, body/blood as the mathematics/physics/chemistry are elements of LOVE in the material universe. The universe was created for Love, but you have to know, find and live it. A restatement of the Ten Commandments helps deal with the entropy/synthesis of matter:

1. You have come from God out of nothing and you shall return to God with everything--At death, you can rejoin God in the pre-Big Bang Statimuum Eternity if you join the Loveolution.
2. Clean up your act.
4. Respect, honor, and listen to those who know more transcendence than you do.
5. Living things are precious and violence is to be avoided.
6. Extramarital sex is nothing but trouble.
7. You have a right to your own personal property; so does everybody else.
8. Loving Truth will set and keep you free.
9. Keep your relationships holy, uplifting and honorable.
10. Keep "things" from running your life.

Then, by the Transcendentals, love is personified from basic physics to the Catholic Trivium (being, matter, identity) and the Catholic Quadrivium (truth, oneness, good and beauty--which are "the images and likenesses of God") between persons (see Addendum I). One can occasionally get a sense of the ultimate exhalation of returning to the Statimuum: your favorite sports team winning a championship; a music exhalation like Il Voce or the Three Tenors or Amelita Galli-Curci singing in 1917, and even, maybe, a rock concert; listening to your children and grandchildren singing at Mass; savoring Goedel's Theorems once understood; awareness of a planet with all the 118 elements of the periodic table instead of one or two elements as on other astral bodies; a planet with water and elements warmed nicely for millenia between freezing and boiling protected from all anti-life bombardments; a planet with a molten core creating a geomagnetic field protecting all life from lethal rays of the universe; a planet with toxic elements secluded so life can be; the amazing sequential compression of the earth by the flag of massive rays of the universe; a planet with toxic elements secluded so life can be; the amazing sequential compression of the earth by the flag of lethal rays of the universe; a planet with toxic elements secluded so life can be; the amazing sequential compression of the earth by the flag of lethal rays of the universe. The amazing sequential compression of the earth by the flag of lethal rays of the universe; a planet with toxic elements secluded so life can be; the amazing sequential compression of the earth by the flag of lethal rays of the universe; a planet with toxic elements secluded so life can be; the amazing sequential compression of the earth by the flag of lethal rays of the universe; a planet with toxic elements secluded so life can be; the amazing sequential compression of the earth by the flag of lethal rays of the universe; a planet with toxic elements secluded so life can be; the amazing sequential compression of the earth by the flag of lethal rays of the universe. The amazing sequential compression of the earth by the flag of lethal rays of the universe; a planet with toxic elements secluded so life can be; the amazing sequential compression of the earth by the flag of lethal rays of the universe; a planet with toxic elements secluded so life can be; the amazing sequential compression of the earth by the flag of lethal rays of the universe; a planet with toxic elements secluded so life can be; the amazing sequential compression of the earth by the flag of lethal rays of the universe; a planet with toxic elements secluded so life can be; the amazing sequential compression of the earth by the flag of lethal rays of the universe; a planet with toxic elements secluded so life can be; the amazing sequential compression of the earth by the flag of lethal rays of the universe. The amazing sequential compression of the earth by the flag of lethal rays of the universe; a planet with toxic elements secluded so life can be; the amazing sequential compression of the earth by the flag of lethal rays of the universe; a planet with toxic elements secluded so life can be; the amazing sequential compression of the earth by the flag of lethal rays of the universe; a planet with toxic elements secluded so life can be; the amazing sequential compression of the earth by the flag of lethal rays of the universe; a planet with toxic elements secluded so life can be; the amazing sequential compression of the earth by the flag of lethal rays of the universe; a planet with toxic elements secluded so life can be; the amazing sequential compression of the earth by the flag of lethal rays of the universe. The amazing sequential compression of the earth by the flag of lethal rays of the universe; a planet with toxic elements secluded so life can be; the amazing sequential compression of the earth by the flag of lethal rays of the universe; a planet with toxic elements secluded so life can be; the amazing sequential compression of the earth by the flag of lethal rays of the universe; a planet with toxic elements secluded so life can be; the amazing sequential compression of the earth by the flag of lethal rays of the universe; a planet with toxic elements secluded so life can be; the amazing sequential compression of the earth by the flag of lethal rays of the universe; a planet with toxic elements secluded so life can be; the amazing sequential compression of the earth by the flag of lethal rays of the universe. The amazing sequential compression of the earth by the flag of lethal rays of the universe; a planet with toxic elements secluded so life can be; the amazing sequential compression of the earth by the flag of lethal rays of the universe; a planet with toxic elements secluded so life can be; the amazing sequential compression of the earth by the flag of lethal rays of the universe; a planet with toxic elements secluded so life can be; the amazing sequential compression of the earth by the flag of lethal rays of the universe; a planet with toxic elements secluded so life can be; the amazing sequential compression of the earth by the flag of lethal rays of the universe; a planet with toxic elements secluded so life can be; the amazing sequential compression of the earth by the flag of lethal rays of the universe.

And one should add: Every sin is a physical violence against one or more of the transcendentals, synthesis, and Love. Such is the physical interlude.

**A SPIRITUAL INTERLUDE**

**Ideas** and their significance cannot be denied. **Ideas** exist only in man thus proving supernature i.e., escape from and control of biology at one extreme and angels (words) trying to return to God at the other. Spiritual ideas compress, for the moment, back to the Big Bang and Pre-Big Bang. Taken for granted because every human person has them, **ideas** get little respect. But this must change because, again, **ideas** with transcendence confer spirit and give direct evidence for God. **Ideas** can link to the Statimuum. Thomas Crean, O.P., in his outstanding book, *God Is No Delusion*, says it best:

An idea, whatever it is, is clearly something simple. It has no size, shape or mass. It has no constituent parts standing in spatial relation to its other parts. It can serve as a design for something complex, but in its own nature it is free of the complexities that it represents. How this is so is rather mysterious to us. But no one can deny that it is so (page 15). (I apply the same to "words" considering them "angels" as first so identified in my book *Happy Ending*.)

**Ideas** are God-like images presented only by "angels" which are words. In my book *Happy Ending*, I propose that words are angels, i.e., spirit conveying messengers ranging from elementary objects of matter to the transcendentals. And, like angels, words just pop up into existence in different places without traveling through space; the same for **ideas** too (This happens with some elementary particles in physics, and thusly theologians preempted contemporary physicists by at least seven centuries!). By angelic words, **ideas** are made real as God-like linkages in the spirit world. Thus the spirit world spreads from the most simplistic inanimate object to the mental world and the Divine ... from simple numbers to angels to The Word—and all are embraced in the Statimuum. Supernatural spiritual transition especially occurs with the appearance of word created **ideas** such as "love," "person," the transcendentals, the virtues as well as other lesser **ideas** all of which individually and collectively prove a metaphysical different level of existence and a metanatural different level of the universe. **Ideas and words** mean that there is a spirit interactional existence, even in physics as in elementary particle/wave micro "love".

**Ideas** are materially based in and an accomplishment of the brain which not only has consciousness but consciousness-of-consciousness (C^2), the latter not present in non-persons. C^2 is the body-brain's contribution to the body-soul composite. C^2 enables the "I" of you and me to be aware of our personhood with intellect and will, transcendental capacity and **ideas**, all of which enable our souls to know, love and serve God and His creatures (or do otherwise as the case may be). Without C^2 and its rational capacity for **ideas**, there is no above- or meta- nature and, therefore, nature-only can and must be followed as is the case for all subhuman creatures. In contrast, by **ideas** because of C^2, humans have a rational intellect and free will to be metaphysically above nature, and there is no comparable evidence for such in subhumans. By C^2, **ideas** reverberate in the human mind with their *being* of spirit. To reflect deeply on **ideas** is to muddle around and conclude that **ideas** are bewilderingly pure spirit with a life of their own by words (which angelically also have a "life of their own" as "angels").
The reality of an idea forces the recognition of an incorporeal existence neither physical nor measurable by mathematics. Ideas prove a different dimension of existence. In fact, ideas make you what you really are. That is: You are what you think! Such is the spirit of life; and, logically consistent with spirit, in the long run you will get what you think and do! That is, in the spirit world, that which one allows by rational intellect and free will in one's mind is that which one is and will become (...and, self-determinately, will get!—which is another reason to live the transcendental life).

One’s being (total existence including spirit) is composed of one’s transcendental actuality—the seven components of all created being in Addendum I. The transcendentals are one’s actual primary being—all the rest is secondary. One’s, and everyone’s, identified matter flows on a transcendental conduit of truth, oneness, good, and beauty, to and through eternity, perhaps “like music” is a good simile. And it all is compressed in the Statimuum. It all ready has happened and persists in happening in the Statimuum, explaining why data analysis can “predict”-because it unwittingly taps into the immediacy of “all” in the Statimuum.

This eternal permanence of one’s existence is most felt as the promise of one’s immortal soul whose transcendental permanence is confluent with one’s transcendental activity. This is one’s spirit life and it has its own genealogy mediated by whatever the brain has seen or heard as words, either demonic or angelic (This is why it is important to protect at all times all brains from evil—“Garbage in, garbage out!”). One’s brain is especially lit up and one’s spirit is enhanced by anything which is transcendentially sound, i.e. ideas regardless of content as long as true, one, good and beautiful. The transcendentals spiritualize ideas and souls, but evil ideas destroy the brain and spirit. One’s soul (like a transcendental sponge) is created immortal, but it can be annihilated by anti-transcendental acts, just as it can be sustained and enhanced by the images of God within: truth, oneness, good and beauty. And it all happens by ideas and words. Furthermore, the transcendentals are the basis for and essence of human subjectivity by which concepts (ideas) are warmed with the Image of God, refired with Big Bang warmth most often by the Word (Jesus) enabling all spirit computations between you and the Universe.

To deny spirit is to deny ideas; is to deny that words exist; is to deny the impact of words in the world of ideas; and is to deny a spirit world wherein anti-being demons (un- or anti-transcendental words) try to run amuck while angels (transcendentially intack words) promote being. The more evil (pursuit of non-being) one does, the more one’s being is annihilated. This is because evil is a supernature negation of metastability, and evil exists in time for man only. For man, evil is a self-negating entropy-promoting vacuum. Therefore, the evil one does converts one’s self into that black hole of self-annihilating nothingness (emptiness of Love) caused by oneself and relived by oneself over and over, most commonly called hell. Oppositely, one’s transcendental acts forge forever in eternity, carrying one’s own being with these acts. As beautiful concert music, reverberating forever throughout the space of the universe, one’s transcendental acts will tirelessly carry one to and throughout all eternity (This is why we like music!). This is to understand finally that “nothing unclean shall enter heaven” because nothing evil or sinful will last in eternity. This reminds of the ancient dictum of Socrates: “No evil can come to a good man either in life or in afterlife, and God does not neglect him” (I would extend this to “No evil can come to a transcendental man (male or female)” and “By their words, you shall know them.”).

The significance of ideas cannot be underestimated: You are your ideas -- which can be non-being especially if one believes television, movies, internet, newspapers and celebrities or non-persons (To understand “celebrities” and “non-persons,” see Addendum III), and, needless to remind, the promotion of non-being is evil (And Original Sin is “suggestibility”—see Addendum IV—promoted epidemically by the metastasis of Patronizm—see Addendum V). The simplest understanding is that you are promoting your own non-being when you break The Ten Commandments or act contrary to Natural Law. But the opposite is also true: Your ideas can make you the best being filled with truth, oneness, good and beauty in a confluence of transcendental existence into the level of spirit. Your ideas make you what you are—and you can control them. And, furthermore, to repeat and remind: what goes around, comes around. Your intellect and free will will make it that way, and the ideas you put into action will determine your eternal spirit existence -- In other words, you will get your timeless/spaceless existence "over and over (better called 'immediacy')" in Heaven, Purgatory or hell. In your spirit life, what you have been and done will come back to you in a pop-up spirit caricature of your ideas and action life with justice mirroring it all giving it back to you as well deserved, blessing or punishment! (Dante has it right! And so does Plato with, “Virtue is (and will be) its own reward” (and I add: “Evil will be its own punishment—just you wait!”) and St. Thomas has it right when he says, “Do good and avoid evil” (or my elaboration: “Do transcendentials and avoid non-being.”).

Ideas are Fire Forms (Read my poem “Fire Forms”) from the Big Bang mediated by words (angels), transcendentialized (refired) by The Word (Jesus) which overcomes matter to return being to God. No matter how exciting or stimulating or suggested by celebrities, if your ideas are not transcendental (true, one, good and beautiful), to hell with them because that is where they will take you and you will not like reliving the evil you have done turned back on yourself (As Jesus said, “Go and sin no more”...meaning "Don't be suggestible" and with good reason.).

Ideas are not merely confined to you as an individual but must be socialized because man is by nature a community creature optimally relating by dignity, unity, integrity, identity and spirituality—five more angelic ideas defined in Addendum II. Without these angels, the transcendentials remain selfishly individual.

In closing, not to understand ideas is likely to fail the major personal and only "evolution" that matters: one’s personal spirit transcendental transition by the ideas one has and acts upon. The reader is encouraged to study www.theogeocalculus.com (which I believe is the first ever linkage of elementary physics to the transcendentals, to the variables of psychotherapy and mental succor, to the sacraments, to the community universals, and to the virtues). The most effective way of transcendentially processing ideas and feelings are in Addendum VI—Everyone is on the Cross in one way or another at some time or another.

Any idea, regardless of origin, which cannot be interpreted consistent with all the following addenda is highly likely to be satanic. Keep true to full being and strive to interpret and understand all in the way of ideas.

Addendum I: The Seven Transcendentals: (Full elaboration was first printed in my pamphlet, “Male/Female Differences in Natural Law” of 1993 at the First Annual Conference of Catholic Social Scientists.)

1. Ens (Latin)—being—what has existence.
2. Res (Latin)—which is the matter or corporeal body, i.e. the confluence of the being with matter completing it. It is the most
visible dimension for those in the material world. In nature, nature rules, neurochemistry and all, on how the being manifests itself in nature. Bodies are needed to relate. They are our physical being by which men interact with all. MATTER (male).

3. **Aliquid** (Latin)—which is the identity or form of the being, i.e. the confluence of the being with its essence—for humans, not ethnicity, not color, nor anything but humanbeingness—the total embracing of humanity for us—in a word “catholic”—all for and with all. **IDENTITY** (female).

4. **Verum** (Latin)—which is the truth of the being, i.e. the confluence of the being with reality and not fantasy—or for us humans, the confluence with real life and not television shows, movies, magazines, newspapers or figments of imagination from oneself or others. **TRUTH** (male).

5. **Unum** (Latin)—which is the oneness of the being, i.e. the confluence of the being with itself and all desirability related to it: its integrated, whole entirety. **ONENESS** (female).

6. **Bonum** (Latin)—which is the good of the being, i.e. the confluence of the being with proper function in nature, or for mental beings, with proper choice in Natural Law (or Rational Environmentalism). **GOOD** (male).

7. **Bella** (Italian...preferred by the author to the Latin “pulchritude” for multicultural reasons and the economy of two syllables) —which is the beauty of the being, i.e. its confluence with ascendency or the “bringing out the best of all and around it.” **BEAUTY** (female).

Transcendental maleness (tm or “transcendentalists”) is an activating centrifugal outer-space seeking, sacrifice style of: *res* (a matter organizing, procreative seeking, fathering, corporeal principle); *verum* (a truth enhancing, social orienting, reality principle); and *bonum* (a good promoting, work succeeding, choice principle).

Transcendental femaleness (tf or “immanentals”) is life-giving, centripetal inner-space seeking, elevating style of: *aliquid* (an identity-essence forming, unitive, mothering, activating principle); *unum* (a oneness enhancing, desirability unifying, family orienting, relational principle); and *bella* (a beautifying, elevating, total humanity enhancing, ascendant principle).

Addendum II: The Five Community Universals (of Donald DeMarco):

1. **Dignity**: Man should always be respected as an inviolable end and never used as a means.

2. **Unity**: Man should be honored as a totum and whole entity; and none of his parts should be treated in isolation of that whole entity.

3. **Integrity**: Man’s moral good should be upheld and his morality should never be divorced from his nature.

4. **Identity**: Man has identity both as a member of the human race and as a unique individual and person; these identities should be valued and allowed to develop and no attempt made to deform or radically alter them.

5. **Spirituality**: Man’s spiritual qualities should be affirmed, and no attempt should be made to reduce man to his material components or to limit man to that which is merely natural.

Without the benefits that man stands to gain through the application of these moral principles, there exists the imminent danger of his falling victim to five forms of dissolution: (1) exploitation; (2) fragmentation; (3) disintegration-demoralization; (4) dehumanization; and (5) despiritualization.

Addendum III: Celebrities and Non-Persons:

Celebrities are attention seeking unhumble individuals who inflate themselves (This definition excludes those who are celebrated because of their productive and/or self-sacrificing accomplishments. In contrast, celebrities who selfishly seek and artificially promote themselves are basically fakes. It is their show-biz glitzy self-promotion fackey which pleases or excites us preyin on our suggestibility making us fools when we believe them. They usually take hours to be able to look the way they appear. Most celebrities are just dirty old men or will be. Their own extravagent relationships routinely fail proving they cannot stand each other once they really get to know each other. Their touted as spectacular actions, transcendentally failing time after time, prove what frauds they are. Celebrities can startle us by their excitement frenzy, but they cannot even be happy with themselves. That tells us something: That what celebrities show us is fakery, pure and simple, with rare exceptions. So do not spend your money or time believing celebrities—who glorify each other as being great people and great couples, but they usually are only **great actors** (which is non-being) and that is usually all that they are! It is a waste of time and energy (pollution!) to bother with them except for entertainment.

Non-persons are those unwilling to protect all members of the human species from natural beginning to natural end in the context of Natural Law. The most common non-persons around are abortionists, those who misuse words like journalists, those made crazy by sex, and those who wear little to no clothes. Basically, non-persons are those who reject Addenda I and II above. They have no dignity, unity, integrity, identity or spirituality; they have no truth, no good, no oneness, and no beauty. They talk dirty; tell lies; run around without clothes; hurt others unnecessarily; degrade themselves; and descend their beings to unnatural subhumaneness. They deserve the respect they give themselves...which is why “critical talk” is needed for those participating in deformed subhuman sexuality.

Addendum IV: Original Sin is suggestibility. Brains are suggestible...they play and replay what is seen and heard...like advertising, music, actions, words and ideas. Basically, if you see it or hear it, you will likely do it (I was told that by Adam and Eve at Mass one day). Thus, there should be Suggestibility Education Programs in every grade which teach all that is in this article as well as other factual information to discern the transcendental from the drudge. The specific messages about suggestibility are:

1. Do not be so impressionable.
2. Do not be so gullible.
3. Do not be a “monkey see, monkey do copycat”—you are not a monkey.
4. Celebrities are fakes. It takes them hours to look like that and they get paid to carry on like that.
5. Believe nothing on television, in movies, on the internet, in the newspapers without two independent confirmations otherwise you will be buying junk stuff, junk food and junk ideas.
6. Do not believe or do anything except what is true, one, good, and beautiful, not what otherwise is usually done or believed.
by others.
7. The spirit life means that you are what you think...so think matter, identity, truth, oneness, good, and beauty, and all will be well.
8. In the long run, you will get, for eternity in Heaven, Purgatory or hell, whatever you have thought and done...so think and do what is true, one, good and beautiful.
9. Boycott all anti-spiritual dehumanizing degrading anti-nature glitzy nonsense from the uncivilizing unreliable untrustworthy press and media.
10. Do not be suggestible. You are not missing a thing. Suggestibility Education Programs will protect brains so the ideas therein are real being and not unreal fantasies, lies, manipulations, propaganda and other patronizm based non-being. The "suggestibility disease" evils are: social engineering, collective unconscious, propaganda, public relations, Asch GROUPTHINK to conformity, Eichmann benign SUGGESTIBILITY and immuity to evil and to the unnatural, Milgrim Shockmachine Obedience to the immoral, Zimbardo POWERMADNESS control, Law Worship capitalist LEGALISMS instead of truth and justice, PRESSMEDIA fascist destruction of virtue and transcendence, Black Lives Matter VICTIMISM paralysis into hate or dependency, and, worst of all, college professor INDOCTRINATION (instead of "education") and SEDUCTION of students into self-deluded self-righteous liberal mega-arrogance, and the absence of Nigro THEOGEOCALCULUS.-- Those are why we had slavery, Nazism, Communism, Maoism and most other socially accepted cultural entropy so harmful to mankind and the planet. And today, these evils are now why we have abortion, assisted suicide, euthanasia, harem feminism, gay genital maniacs and Islam. It is even more neurologically subtle with "mirroring neurons" leading to conformity and pathological over-empathy, i.e., by neuro-reflexes, we become "like" the people around us. So Every Culture Has Its Suggestibility Disease Bamboozling And Corrupting The People--and they do not like it when you tell them. (Joseph Conrad: We are the savages we think others to be. Mary Shelley: We create monsters who will kill us. Joseph Tainter: Great cultures collapse and dissolve. Norbert Wiener: Information spiritualizes, Sam Nigro: Words are angels.) Enlightenment-Age philosopher Voltaire said: "Those who can make you believe absurdities can make you commit atrocities." Do not be a "mirror" of others unless it is virtue or transcendence. Thus, it is not just "fight or flight" with everything, but, instead: "Fight, flight, mirror, or ultimate human purpose (life, sacrifice, virtue, love, humanity, peace, freedom, and death without fear). --Samuel A. Nigro, MD Copyright c 2016

ADDENDUM V: Patronizm—Contemporary Journalism (From my article “The Results of


http://www.catholicculture.org/library/view.cfm?recnum=721

Today, the practice (“charade” really) of journalism is the patronizing of one group or another and the censoring of the rest—thus “patronizm.” The most accurate description of today’s press and media is: Patronizm, not journalism. Patronpaper, not newspaper. Patron press, not free press. Patronizer, neither journalist nor reporter. For those described, the First Amendment does nothing but give them immunity to truth, justice, the common good and trustworthiness. Most of today’s “journalists” are self-promoting perverters of the First Amendment. Do not trust what you see or hear in the press and media.

Ideas as promulgated by today’s press and media are usually of the non-being kind and mainly provide only vicarious living.

Addendum VI: Natural Law Processing of Ideas and Feelings:
1. By being baptized as a dignified event and giving faith—“Woman behold thy son.”
2. By being confessed into a unified energy spectrum giving hope—“Father, forgive them for they know not what they do.”
3. By being holy communied into an integrated field giving charity—“Oh my God, why has thou forsaken me?”
4. By being confirmed as an identifiable quantum giving prudence—“Into thine hands, I commend my spirit.”
5. By being extremely unacted as a spiritual singularity giving justice—“It is finished.”
6. By being holy ordered into dimensions giving courage—“This day thou shalt be with me in paradise.”
7. By being matrimonied into the liberty of uncertainty giving temperance—“I thirst.”
8. By being in transcendental pursuit into the force of holiness giving grace—the earthquake.

Sacramentalized ideas and feelings give the full use of one’s soul. All actions can be spiritualized by these eight processes and the metaphors available from the Last Eight Words of Christ, because all will be on the Cross at one time or another.

Addendum VII: A summary, and more, of all the preceeding: LIVE ULTIMATE HUMAN PURPOSE!! LIVE THE LAST WORDS OF CHRIST

A POETIC (rap?) EFFORT of sorts... These are the eight ensoulment “paradigms” to win the “game” of life by following the “rules” of life. They constitute "LOVEOLUTION"--the revolution/evolution brought by Jesus through the Church.. Sacramental living is to participate in the pre-Big Bang, pre-Universe Eternity...the Statimum with God and the Hierarchy of Angels which give matter/form in space-time. (The “secular” paradigms are 2 thru 7 plus 11 & 12.)

One of the LAST WORDS OF CHRIST can apply to every activity...

Learn eight ENSOULMENT paradigms (the Anthropic Schema) of the twelve bases of Christian living—

1-Sacramental, 2-universal, 3-scientific,
4-virtuous, 5-transcendental
6-[Therapeutic.
7- basic physics existence per Stephen Hawking (matter)
9-WORDS--ANGEL HIERARCHY: SERAPHIM-leadership, executive, matter/form, transcendental (flames)
10- Gifts of the Holy Spirit

11- Ancient Greek Education components—Trivium, Quadrivium, Sports (my add as Univium) 12- Just Third Way—economics: matter management by Spirit

“Father, forgive them for they know not what they do.”

“Pater, dimitte illis, quia nesciunt, quid faciunt.”

Confess into a unity spectrum giving hope and identity. [Selective Ignoring. “Spectrum”—a splitting of energy into position-time relationships. [Humanity]

THRONES-judiciary, free judgement, interrelating (love in charge)

Fear of (offending) the Lord—consequential reverence Geometry

Ownership-worker & capital based democracy are Health Savings Accounts removing poverty

“This day thou shall be with me in Paradise.”

“Hodie mecum eris in Paradiso.”

Holy Order into a Life (the Father) dimension giving Courage and being…

[Non-Reactive Listening. “Dimension”—space coordinates (length, width, height, weight) and time.

[Humanity] PRINCIPALITIES—nations, states, cities, communities, time-bound political social. (politics)

Fortitude—courage Music. Capital Homesteading-participatory & global property rights/responsibilities

“Woman, behold thy son. World, behold your mother.”

“Mulier, ecce filius tuus. Omnes, ecce mulier tuus.”

Baptism into a dignity event giving faith and matter… {Living Things are precious. “Event”—a point in space-time of something certain that happens.

[Life] CHERUBIN-legislative, operational, wisdom, faith events

(Illuminating)

Understanding—comprehending and reasoning Arithmetic Binary Benefits-worker & capital; - savings with Health Savings Accounts removing poverty

“My God, why hast thou forsaken me?”

“Deus meus, Deus meus, utquid dereliquisti me?”

Holy Communion into an integrity field giving charity and

Truth [Subdued Spontaneity Non-Self Excluded.

“Field”—a matrix existing throughout space and time. [Sacrifice]

DOMINIONS-theology, reason, all creation, perfection (true freedom)

Piety—fidelity to duty Rhetoric Profit—consumption is production; -environmentally sound with Nature and Nature’s God

“I thirst.” “Sitio.”

Matrimony into a Liberty (the Son) uncertainty giving temperance and good. {Personhood…Conscious of Consciousness (C²) for the Species. “Uncertainty”—accuracy of position is inverse to accuracy of movement. [Freedom]

ARCHANGELS-family groups, individuals in groups linked in motion and position (real family)

Knowledge—in-depth familiarity Logic Labor-virtue

“It is finished.”

“Consummates.”

Extreme Unction into a spirit singularity giving justice and beaut. [Detached Warmth and Gentleness. “singularity”—a point of space-time curvature infinity at gravitational collapse—a recompression back to the Pre Big Bang and a new “universe” of Heaven, Purgatory or hell. [Death without Fear] POWERS-medicine, safekeeping, protective functioning, spatial infinity closeness, justice (all health) Wisdom—sound judgment Astronomy

Social Justice-feedback & Health Savings Accounts

“Into thy hands I commend my spirit.”

“In manus tuas, Domine, commendo spiritum meum.”

Confirm into an identity quantum giving prudence and oneness.

[Affect Assistance “quantum”—the indivisible unit of giving and receiving energy

[Peace] VIRTUES-law, ordering, operational order, spatial identities

(Strength to overcome) Counsel—trustworthiness Grammar Participative Justice-input

“The earthquake finale.”
“Il Terremoto.”

Grace into Pursuing the Transcendentals (the Holy Spirit force giving holiness and being, [Make that relationship count!] The Flag of Mankind and: “I pledge to treat all humanly by caring for and respecting other’s bodies; by understanding other’s minds but being true to myself without disrespect; and by accepting the emotions of others as I control my own. I will have mercy on others with gentle liberty and empathic justice for all.” (Check out PeaceMercy.com) “Force” –that which affects matter particles—transcendental string or circles between human particles too. [Love] GUARDIAN ANGELS-self, individual guardians, genuine pursuit of happiness/transcendentals (self/ego) The Holy Spirit Sports (“sports” are a touch of genuine education and spirit)

Distributive Justice-output

"Fallen” Angels-Demons-

- Antiwords: hateful, violent, manipulations, and suggestions to sin Lies
- Astrology and television, movies, electronic-celluloid press language of the foul, demeaning and entropy
- Fools with long words and large vocabularies not coinciding with transcendental existence willful entropy
- Pride, covetousness, lust, anger, gluttony, envy, sloth socialism

Check out on the web: Theogecocalculus.

Addendum VIII: the Catholic Mass Mantra of ultimate human purposes-life, sacrifice, virtue, love, humanity, peace, freedom, and death without fear. To be said/thought whenever for meaningful meditation mantra to keep sanity and community with physics and spirit.

So You Do Not Believe In God?

Then, Study The Earth Which Is An Incredible Miracle When Compared To The Rest Of The Universe....by Samuel A. Nigro, MD, retired psychiatrist, copyright 2019, (open access)...Each of the twenty listed scientific facts (There are more...) are incredibly improbable but absolutely necessary for life and love on earth. That all occurred is a massive improbability justifying a Creating God of Love.

Scientific probability for human life on earth....The probability for each fact is reasonably "one in a billion"--1/1,000,000,000 =1 to 10 to the 9 (ninth) power (There are more, but these 20 are sufficiently overwhelming).

References

1. Big Bang 13.8 billion years ago--a punctate energy dot containing all space time continuum--from "somewhere," and "you” were there somehow in the Eternal Statimuum of URAT (UnRestricted Act of Transcendence known as God).
2. The earth at precise circular stable orbit about the sun for billions of years-necessary for life.
3. The earth spinning at a precise 24 hour daily stable life-enabling basting from the sun for billions of years.
4. The earth being at a precise stable distance from the sun so that life temperature is routinely between life-incompatible freezing and life-destructive boiling for billions of years as it is in the rest of the universe.
5. The earth being struck by a massive planet creating huge earth gaps for oceans with one-tenth of the earth-debris from the collision condensing into the life promoting moon.
6. Water fills the huge gaps for oceans resulting in the earth being 70% life necessary water.
7. The molten core of the earth results in electromagnetic field protecting earth life from lethal rays flooding the universe.
8. The earth core exerts a precise gravity enabling stable movement and interaction of all creatures.
9. The moon causes the 23.5 degree life-promoting tilt of the earth necessary for stable warming temperatures as occurred for billions of years.
10. The atmosphere becomes a delicate and iconic 78% nitrogen, 21 % oxygen, 1% argon, and 0.04% carbon dioxide--necessary for life so evident as we cope today with pollution induced atmosphere-climate changes.
11. The astonishing forms of "fire" enable molecular entropy into pollution/sin and synthesis to molecular attraction/spiritual love-necessary for life.
12. All amino acids in nature are formed 1/2 right-handed and 1/2 left-handed, rendering impossible that all living creatures including humans are all composed of only left-handed amino acids.
13. The presence of 118 elements of periodic table on one planet--the earth--is another "one in a billion" probability because all other planets have only one or two elements.
14. The organization of 14 elements into plants is another impossibility necessary for life.
15. The organization of 11 elements and 14 toxic-unless "trace” elements into humans is another impossibility for life.
16. The accumulation of 3.3 billion amino acid base pairs for the human genome since first monomolecular life began 3.5 billion years ago cannot be proven by evolutionary scientific calculations. Darwinian evolution is scientifically unsound.
17. The creation of humans, most likely in Africa, with their Spiritual and Religious supra-natural Consciousness-of-Consciousness seeking the common good from Nature, Natural Law, and Nature's Loving God, is inspired by 1-in-a-billion ancient parabolic messages and instructions from God to Jews and Christians--enabling life being aware of itself and able to go beyond confinement to materialism.
18. The arrival of Jesus with enlightening messages on life, sacrifice, virtue, love, humanity, peace, freedom and natural death without fear, is a one-in-a-billion historical fact, helping life as spiritual love returning to its origin.
19. The 1-in-a-billion creation of the Roman Catholic Church brings the Love of God (URAT) and awareness of the scientific multiverses of the Universe, Heaven, Purgatory, and Hell ("multiverses" identified hundreds of years before science postulated them).
20. The creation of all the Transcendence of being, matter, identity, truth, oneness, good and beauty in today’s world consistent with Sacramental Life and the Last Words of
Jesus on the Cross are 1-in-a-billion Spiritualization and Deification of the earth undeniable by humans.

Closure: The probability of our lives from the Big Bang is the remote "20 listed probabilities over 10 to the ninth power, multiplied sequentially by itself nine more times (to total '9 squared')" ("Probabilities" are not added, but multiplied--The multiplications of probability denominators to the ninth power will actually have "180" followed 30 zeros. To multiply fully nine more times is to get improbabilities in the millions of digits.). Anyway: Thank God. Savor the earth. Savor life. And savor the messages from Jesus who told us all this in parables and metaphors given to the ancients who did not have the science to really understand, but somehow knew there was Spirit in their thinking beyond just the material. The probabilities means Earth, Life and Humanity are unique in the Universe and must be gifts from God who reached out to us by Jesus so that Love (which is God) would return us to Him. This is a scientific understanding from the impossible probabilities required for our existence. And if you do not know and live this, you are an ungrateful, unhumble pollutant who needs to study the earth more and throw off the childhood learned evils. The improbability of one life offering planet in the universe means we should take care of it by caring for each other as the Creator has enabled love. The earth is a miracle and we should respectfully care for it and all on it by love.